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MEMO 

TO: Ross Patterson and Jennifer Hambleton, MinterEllisonRuddWatts 

DATE: 22 April 2022 

FROM: James Mellsop and Kevin Counsell 

SUBJECT: THL/Apollo: Addendum to our previous reports to the NZCC  

Confidential NZCC-only version: contains information confidential to both THL and Apollo 

1. Introduction

1. Regarding the proposed merger of Tourism Holdings Limited (“THL”) and Apollo Tourism and

Leisure Limited (“Apollo”) in New Zealand and Australia, [        ].

2. The purpose of this brief addendum is to:

a. Adapt an aspect of the critical loss analysis in that report to the New Zealand situation; and

b. Comment on an aspect of the redacted version of an anonymous submission emailed to the

NZCC, dated 7 April 2022, in respect of peer-to-peer (“P2P”) platforms.

3. Confidential information in this report is identified in square brackets and shading as follows:

a. Purple shading is information confidential to THL;

b. Blue shading is information confidential to Apollo; and

c. Yellow shading is counsel-only information that should not be seen by either THL or Apollo.

2. Critical loss analysis

4. [        ].  In one of our previous reports filed with the NZCC (dated 18 February 2022), we also 
undertook critical loss analysis for THL/Apollo in New Zealand, but we did not apply this to a 
volume measure.  Accordingly, in this memo we set out how this New Zealand critical loss can be 
applied to a measure of the proposed merged entity’s New Zealand volumes.

5. Our 18 February 2022 report used publicly available accounts data for the 2019 financial year to 
calculate an average gross margin across THL and Apollo of 79%.1  With this gross margin, we 
calculated that the critical loss for a 5% price rise by the proposed merged entity would be 6.0%of 

that entity’s annual volumes.2

6. To put the 6.0% critical volume loss in context, in this memo we apply this percentage to the 
annual combined volume of THL and Apollo in New Zealand, as measured in hire-days.  This is a

1 [        ]

2 Using the equation for the critical loss 
𝑡

𝑚+𝑡
=

5%

5%+79%
= 6.0%.  

[        ] 
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measure of the number of vehicles rented on a given day, e.g., 1,000 hire-days implies there are 

1,000 vehicles rented on a given day.  If 1,000 vehicles are rented each day of the year, then the 

total annual hire-days would be 365,000.   

7. Using estimates for the FY22 fleet of the proposed merged entity in New Zealand ([           ]

vehicles for THL and [           ] for Apollo),3 there would be the potential for [         ] hire-days

(calculated as the total THL/Apollo fleet size multiplied by 365 days).  However, these vehicles

would not be utilised for the entire year, and THL has provided us with its average utilisation for

its New Zealand fleet (in the pre-Covid period of FY19) of [          ].  Accordingly, we estimate

the total annual hire-days for the proposed merged entity to be [          ] (potential hire-days

multiplied by average utilisation).

8. Multiplying the 6.0% critical volume loss by the annual hire-days of the proposed merged entity

yields a critical volume loss of [          ] hire-days per year.4  This is equivalent to: 

a. Bookings: [     ] bookings per year (calculated by dividing hire-days by an average booking 

length provided by THL for its New Zealand business of [          ] days), [       ] bookings per 

month (dividing annual bookings by 12), or [         ] bookings per week (dividing annual 

bookings by 52); and 

b. Fleet size: An average fleet size of [  ] vehicles.5 

9. As context, THL estimates the FY22 fleet size of the merged entity’s rivals to be [         ] vehicles 

(excluding P2P).6  If these vehicles are utilised at an annual average rate of [          ], then there 

would be approximately [        ] vehicles unutilised (on average), which is more than sufficient to 

capture the [           ] vehicle critical loss.  Or as another way to look at this, THL has identified 

approximately 30 motorised RV rental rivals in New Zealand,7 each of which would only need to 

make an additional [           ] bookings per week (to yield [             ] bookings per week in total).  

10. [  ].  This suggests rivals could expand to capture the increase in volumes of [           ]  

3. P2P platforms

11. [        ] (and we understand THL will be submitting on the factual inaccuracies contained in the 

anonymous submission).  However, we do specifically address in this addendum one claim in the 

anonymous submission, which is that the alleged “failure” of P2P lending to disrupt the 

traditional banking sector has more relevance to the competitive effect of P2P recreational vehicle 

(“RV”) platforms than Airbnb or Uber do.  

12. The submission states that “our client’s observation is that the [P2P lending] sector has failed to

gain the traction initially expected (after many early comparisons to AirBnB [sic] and Uber)”.

The submission then refers for support to three articles.  However, these articles are journalistic

rather than a comprehensive, rigorous assessment.

3 See Table 1 of the Clearance Application. 

4 While the numbers reported in this memo are rounded (e.g., the 6.0% critical volume loss), all calculations are based on 

unrounded numbers. 

5 [            ]     

6 See Table 1 of the Clearance Application. 

7 “Submission by Tourism Holdings Limited on the Statement of Issues”, 24 March 2022, at [4.15]. 
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13. We are not claiming to understand the impact of P2P lending on the banking sector, as we have

not had the opportunity to review the relevant literature.  We are simply pointing out that the

claim in the anonymous submission is not rigorous or properly made out.

14. Regardless of whether it is correct that P2P lending has “fail[ed] to have a significant impact on

an existing industry”, the more important point is that Airbnb and Uber are much more analogous

to RV P2P platforms than P2P lending is.  The basic idea of Airbnb, Uber and RV platforms is to

enable the sharing of underutilised, physical assets.8  The basic idea of P2P lending is to lower the

costs (financial and transaction) of bringing lenders and borrowers together9 – there is no sharing

of physical asset excess capacity.

15. A related point is that credit markets are well known to suffer from information problems: it is

difficult for lenders to identify the risk level of borrowers (adverse selection), and once a credit

contract has been entered into, a higher interest rate may demotivate borrowers and induce them

to choose riskier investments than they otherwise would (moral hazard).10  The information

problems are unlikely to be as severe for the rental of RVs, accommodation or a car ride.

8 And drivers’ time in the case of Uber. 

9 See, for example, Alistair Milne and Paul Parboteeah (2016) “The Business Models and Economics of Peer-to-Peer 

Lending”, European Credit Research Institute, No. 17. 

10 The seminal paper on information asymmetries in credit markets is Joseph Stiglitz and Andrew Weiss (1981), “Credit 

Rationing in Markets with Imperfect Information”, American Economic Review, 71(3), 393-410. 


